Reading list for SAGR002, Kickstart to Academic Life: Information Management and Publication Process for social scientists, 4.5 credits, third cycle

The reading list was approved by the Research Studies Council 24 May 2017 and is valid from the autumn semester 2017

Socialization in the academic community: Intertextuality and Scientificity through References


Publication processes: Reaching the "Send" link and receiving Feedback


Publication processes: Monographs and Dissertations by publications


Publication processes: A Journal’s Editor View on the Process of Publishing an Article in a Peer-Reviewed Journal

Socialization in the academic community: Academic Conferences and the Spatiality of Knowledge


Socialization in the academic community: The Supervision process


Socialization in the academic community: The Research Seminar


Library workshops on bibliometry


Reference books

Socialization in the academic community: University Career and the Competence Portfolio

